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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The writer of this thesis while in college majored in Com-
mercial Education and has spent eleven years since that tithe
•
teaching commercial subjects in high school. In addition to his
teaching, he has done considerable wcrk in the accounting field,
both general and payroll. He has taken additional college work
in federal income ,Jad estate tax aceouLting, and has for the past
six years been engaged in income tax accounting as a side line.
The writer in this thesis is attempting to organize his own know-
ledge and experience, and the knowledge and experience from all
other available sources, into a practical aid usable form which
may be taught in high school.
Some students will use what they learn from this course
immediately after graduating from high schoo- Others dill see
a need for further training and w-111 in college, Still
others may not u,.7e it ae all. However, the coume 771.4 be recom-
mended for all girls since they may some time be required to e_rn
a livelihood, and this type of work is particularly well suited
to them. It might be added too that bookkeeping is valuable to
all peop]e now that the government is requiring so zany records
of its citizens; and should the student enter businesE,
accounting department is one of the best steppingstones to tIle
better positions.
The following items are discussed in the order of their
appearance:
1. What prompted this study?

















































































































































































5. Internal Revenue Code.
6. Prentiss-Hall Tax Guide.
7. Social Security field office, Bowling Green, Ky.
8. Internal revenue field office, Bowling Green, Ky.
9. Experience of writer in the profession.
Technique of treatment:
The writer will attempt to organize and present the matter
so that a teacher might bring it before a bookkeeping class in
the most interesting, most practical, and most economical manner.
It is not the purpose of this course to make income tax experts
of high school students, even though a few might find it the
first step in that direction.
Any textbook needs constant revision if it is to remain alive.
This is especially true here since new laws and regulations are
being continually added, revised, and reinterpreted.
Similar studies:
As far Ls the writer can find, no payroll course has been
prr for high schcol use. Some of the textbooks which are
useeL do co am n a short chapter or so on the subject, but their
treatment Ls wholly inadequate and condensed out of any reality
of application. All the textbooks examined contained only
the barest mention of payroll payment and its function in the
work sheet, the prcfit and loss statement, and in the adjust-
.ing and closin - entries; or, in the later editions, a short
explanation of the payroll requirements with illustrations only
of the totals. This, of course, is Lut, little better than
none at all.
Other studies have been written in developing courses of
study,1 all of then excellent in their line, bu., none of them
fill the need found here.
The present chapter serves as an inde;: to the following
chapters:
Chapter TI Preliminary Consideration
Chapter III Instructions for Payroll Accounting
Chapter IV The Practice Set
Chapter Summary:
The following main points are brought out in this chapter:
1. This study 7,hould help the teacher to
a. Create greater interest in the payroll phase or
accounting
h. Do better teaching of the subject
1 Jones, Burton C., A dourse of Study in Ber,inninpl Bookkeenin7,,r-rn
unpublished Easter of—A=TITe-sis, tNestern t:entucky State Cc_lege,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1953
Hayes, James T., A Course of Study in Business Law, unpublished
Master of Arts Thesis, westernKentucky State College, Bowling
Green, Kentucky, 1953
Hulse, Jane, A Course of LIIL_ in Advanced vping, unpublished
Easter of Arts THeZTS7-7esten—Kentucky State n1lese, Bowling
Green, Kentucky, 1944
Kerrick, Paul E., A Course of Study in General Chemistry,
unpublished Easter of Arts Theis, -nestern-7. 172, State College,
Bowling Green, Kentiacky, 1951
EcFarlane, Kethyrn, A eourse of Study in Beginninc, Shorthand,
unpublished Easter of Arts Thesis,77estern re-ntue7y State College,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1944
Serfev Robert, A Course of Study for Plane Geometa,4 •••••,- 
unpublished 1:_ast;er of Art .,esis, r.estern Eentucr7=te College,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1943
c. Do more valuabl
e teaching of the s
ubject
2. This study was pro
mpted by the recogn
ition of an unful-
filled need for such 
a study and to sati
sfy part of the
requirements for a 
Easter of Arts degree
.
3. This study invo
lves three main div
isions:




c. The prctice set
4. The scope of this
 study is a rounded
 study in payroll
accounting for high 
school use.
5. Material for this 
study was gathered f
rom all available
sources, particularly




6. There have bee







Before 1936 the small business man could, if he wished, con-
duct his affairs without the use of a single written record. Of
course, this would not be considered the wise procedure, but he
could operate this way if he chose. No law was in effect to force
him to du otherwise. For the most part his records were fairly
well limited to is accounts receivable and accounts payable
since these must of necessity be accurate and up-to-date. His
,”Tenses, past and forthcoming, he could generally manage to
remember without written reminders. And although he usually did
not even bother with an exact, detailed accounting of his capital
expenditures, he did take into consideration of such things as
"wear and tear," and would keep some cash aside for expansion and
the replacement of worn-out, or obsolete fixed assets. When some
fixed asset became unusable for one reason or another, he would
trade it in on another and arrange some kind of a payment plan
in line with the amount of cash he had available. This was known
as making ends meet, which sometimes did and sometimes did not.
His problem of keeping his payroll was just as simple. A
small merchant with several employees frequently paid his employees
by taking money from his hip pocket or cash register on Saturday
afternoon and handing them their weekly wages. Larger businesses
also had a relatively simple task because it was only necescary
to write a check or place cash in a r.y envelope for the wages of
each employee. In a business with several hundred employees, one
person, sometimes working only part time on the payroll, could do
all the wc:1: ri
7•
But this all changed beginning August 14, 1935, with the
passage of the Social Security Act, and the subsequent passage of
the Fair Labor Standards Act (Wages and Hours Law) in 1938 and
the Current Tax Payment Act in 1943. Along with these federal
laws, the various states have passed their own unemployment laws
se that now the payroll problem has become quite complicated.
This is true of the small business as well as the large. Even
the housewife and the farmer who might have only one more-or-less
regularly employed helper has become subject. Certain records of
time worked, regular earnings, overtime earnings, deductions from
wages, and personnel information are required. Likewise, informa-
tion is needed to prepare accurately and promptly the many reports
which are required by law.
Only by understanding the requirements of the various laws
can one become acquainted with the records and procedure that are
to be maintained. As previously stated, it is not the purpose of
this course to make tax experts or authorities of the students
who study it. As we examine some of the legal aspects of the
field s we are able to see and to understand its broadness and com-
plexity. This broadness and complexity, however, need not dis-
courage the student since his area of operation is comparatively
small when the subject is viewed as a whole.
There are four general sources from Which the taxpaying






In 1939 the enisting federal tax law was consolidated and
codified into "The Internal Revenue Code." Federal tax legislation
since February 10, 1939, has generally been enacted as amend:nents
to the Code. Present statutory federal tax law, therefore, is to
be found primarily in the Code.
The Code is divided into six "Subtitles," which are further
subdivided into Chapters, Subchapters, Parts, Supplements, Sections,
Subsections, Yaragraphs, and Subparagraphs. When reference or
citation is made to the law, it is usually made through these sub-
divisions in abbreviated form. Although these references may
,ieem beyond comprehension at first glance, they may be easily
understfood in a few minutes of study. It might be well to mention
here that the numbering of the Sections is by broken sequence, to
pern„it subsequent insertion of new Sections without the necessity
of renumbering the entire series. The Statute is first in impor-
tance and the final authority in questions of taxation.
Treasnry Re,:ulations:
The Regulations, and the instructions on tax return blanks
which have the weight of Regulations, are the Treasury Depart-
ment's official interpretation and enplanation of the Internal
Revenue Code. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the
appreval of the Secretary of the Treasury, is specifically auth-
orized by statute to prepare and issue Regulations. They are
binding construction of the tax law, themselves having the force
and effect of law, unless in conflict with the Statute.
Regulations are issued by sets, one for each major tay_ and
.for each group of minor taxes, both subject to rerinement, or
revisions, from time to time. The important subdivisions of a




The numbering of these, always preceded by the identificati
on
prefix number of the Regulations issue, is generally 
identical
with the numbering of corresponding subdivisions of the Code.
Administrative Rulings:
The Treasury Department and the Bureau of Internal Reven
ue
are constantly issuing "Rulings." These Rulings soreetimes 
estab-
lish general principles that the Treasury will follow on certa
in
points of tax law, or sometimes i-elw they will construe the Code
and the Regulations in their applicaeion to particular instances.
These Rulings are identified and cited by the division or office
that issues them and divisional serial numbers given to them. Of
all the Rulings issued, the Treasury Decisions are the only ones
considered by the Department binding as precedents. These must
be signed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury. Some of the. ether Admini-trative
Rulings are listed as follows:
Committee on Appeals and Review kemorandum
Committee on Appeals and Review Recom:eendation
Alcoho.L Tax Iailing
Carriers' Tax Ruling
Capital Stock Tax Ruing
Emploment Tax Ruling,-
Excess Profits Tax Council Rulings
Estate Tax Ruling
General Counsel's 1.:emorandum
Income Tax Unit Ruling
Ilimeograph Letter
Kiscellaneous Tax Unit Ruling
Solicitor's Lew Opinion
r!"rfce 5ecrfon of Incnril! 7.77. Unft




Opinion of the Attorney General
Opinion of the Comptroller General
Pension Trust Ruling
Processing Tax Division Ruling
Solicitor's Memorandum
Silver Tax Division uling
Solicitor's Recommendation
Solicitor's Opinion
Social Security Tax Ruling
Sales Tax Ruling
c.;.sory Tax Board lemorandum
Advisory Tax Board Recomme-4ation
In addition to test Rulings of the above, many other Ru
lin:s
are issued in response to requests by taxpayers who wish to d
eter-
mine a doubtful point of law that might be involved. These are
called Letter Rulings, and have something e the nature of a
pre-trial by court.
Court Decisions:
Tax cases may arise in the Tax Court, the Court of Claims,
and the district courts, according to the amount involved 
and the
procedure adopted by the taxpayer, or employer. The Commissione
r-
of Internal Revenue is not bound by a decision of one o
f these
courts, since he may hope to obtain a reversal of the decisio
n on
appeal, or a conflicting decision in one of the other l
ower
courts, or conflicting decisions from different Circuits of the
United States Courts of Appeal. The final decision is, of
 course,
in the hands of the United States Supreme Court if either the
Commissioner or the taxpayer wishes to pursue the matter that
far.
T!'e mnec. :7.ortant cenec are raPported in fur .111
the governinent's Tax Court series and in certain privately-
sponsored tax services such as Prentiss-Hall and the West Pub-
lishing Company. Many of the courts' cases are reported only
in memorandum form. Many of these memorandum decisions con-
stitute important interpretations of the law, even though they are
not always to be considered as setting precedent. Decisions of
the various Circuits of the United States Courts of Appeal are
published in the Federal Reporter series. Decisions of the
Supreme Court are published in the United States series and in
the Supreme Court Reporter. These two -latter do set precedent;
or, at least, until they change their minds.Decisions, rulings, interpretations, opinions, etc., all of
which have bearing on the taxpayers' 4,- ax situation, are issued
every week. However, these are matters mostly for the income tax
lawyers and accountants. The information given here is only for
the purpose of giving a brief survey of the whole field. Our
study, the payroll, is but a small segment of this whole.
The following chapter will be devoted to the breaking down
of the tax law and showing its application to the practical work
of preparing a payroll.
CHAPTER III
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAYROLL 
ACCOUNTING
For the most part the prov
isions for the legal asp
ects of
payroll accounting are to 
be found in the Internal
 Revenue Code,
as amended by the revenue
 acts and other public laws 
enacted
subsequent to February 10
, 1939. What few that are n
ot will be
mentioned and explained as 
progress is made toward the
 practice
set. It is quite as Import
ant to know what is not re
quired as
to know what is required; oth
erwise, the student would 
find him-
self so bogged down in the li
mitless maze of legal r
equirements
and terminology that he would
 throw the task over as ho
peless,
as indeed it would be.
We will here give some excerp
ts from the Internal Reven
ue
Code which we might consider 
basic and essential. This 
4,e do
for two purposes. First, the st
udent must know the laws g
overn-
ing social security and income 
tax if he is to become a sk
illed
record keeper. Second, lear
ning to read and comprehend
 the
lawyers' language, or jargon, i
s a valuable art which he 
can
familiarize himself with as h
e advances in this study. 
Almost
all students when once introdu
ced to the rudiments of the
 law-
yers' language are delighted to
 realize that they can bo
th and
read and understand it without t
oo much difficulty. They
 soon
learn to appreciate its exactne
ss.
Following are the excerpts fro
m the Internal Revenue Code
which each student needs to stu
dy carefully and learn:
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
as amended by






SIE,CHAPTEA A—E.:11,0111NT BY OTHERS THAN CAaRIERS
(Federal Insurance Contributions Act)
Part I--Tax on Employees
SECTION 1400. RATE OF TAX.
Tel addition to e,ther taxes, there shall be levied, collected,
and paid upon the income of every individual a tax equal to he
following percentages of the wages (as defined in section 1426(a))
received by hit after December 31, 1936, with respect to employ-
ment (as defined section 1426(b)) after such date:
(1) With respect to wages received during the .—alendar
years 1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centl.n.
(2) With ,gpect to wages received during the calendar
years 1950 to 1953, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1?! per centu.
(3) -;:ith respect to wages received during the calendar
years 1954 to 1959, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2 per centum.
(4) With respect to wages received during the calendar
years 1960 to 1964, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2? per centu:7,.
(5) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1965 to 1969, both inclusive, the rate shall be 3 per centum.
(6) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1969,
the rate shall be 31-7 per centum.
SECTION 1401. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM WAGES.
(a) Requirements.--The tax imposed by section 1400 shall be
collected by the employer of the taxpayer, by deducting the amount
of the tax from the wages as and when paid.
(b) Indemnification of Employer.--Every employer required so
to deduct the tax shall be liable for the payment of such tax, and
shall be indemnified against the claims and demands of any person
for the amount of any such payment made by such employer.
r ;
• .4.011,1111...10.
(d)(3) Wages received after 1950.--If by reason of an
employee receiving wages from more than one employer during any
calendar year after the calendar year 1950 the wages received by
him during such year exceed 0,600, the employee shall be entitled
to a refund of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages,
imposed by section 1400 and deducted from the employee's wages
(whether or not paid to the eollector), which exceeds the tax
with respect to the first 03,600 of such wager: received. (Note
to student: This means that the social security tax is on wages
only up te ,3,600 per year.)SECTION 1402. NON-DEDUCTIBILITY OF TAX FROM NET INCasIE.
For the eurposes of the income tax imposed by chapter one or
by any act of Congress in substitution therefor, the tax imposed
by section 1400 shall not be allowed as a deduction to the tax-
payer in computing his ret income for the year in which such tax
is deducted from his wages.
SECTION 1403. RECEIPTS FOR EMFLOYEES.(a) Requirement.--Every employer shall furnish to each cf
his employees a written statement or statements, in a form suit-
able for retention by the employee, showing the wages paid - him
to the employee before January 1, 1951. (For correspondig pro-
visions with respect to wages paid after December 31, 195P
section 1633.) Each statement shall cover a calendar year, or
one, two, three, or four calendar quarters, whether o not within
the same calendar year, and shall show the name of the employer,
the name cf the employee, the period covered by the cta:,ement,
the total amount of wages paid within such period and the amount
of tax imposed by section 1400 with respect to such wages. Each
statement shall he furnished to the eelployee not liter than the
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last day of the second calendar month following the period covered
by the statement, except thet, if the employee leaves the employ
of the employer, the final statement shall be furnished on the
day on which the last payment of wages is made to the employee.
The employer may, at his option, furnish such a statement to any
employee at the time of each payment of wages to the employee
during any calendar quarter, in lieu of a statement covering such
quarter, and, in such case, the statement may show the day of
payment of the wages, in lieu of the period covered by the state-
ment.
(b) Penalty for Failure to Furnish.--Any employer who wil-
fully fails to furnish such statement to any employee in the
manner, at the tie.e, and showing the information, required under
subsection (a), shall for each such failure be subject to a
civil penalty of not more than $5.
Fart 117-Tax on Employers
SECTION 1410. HATE OF TA.
In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an
excise tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ,
equal to the following percentages of wages (as defined in sec-
tion 1426 (a)) paid by him after December 31, 1936, with respect
to employment (as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:
(1) With respect to wages paid durin: the calendar years
1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
(2) With resect to wa -s paid durin7 the calendar years
1949 to 1953, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
(3) With respect to wages paid during the calendar.years
1954 to 1959, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2 per centum.
(4) With reEpect to we47, durinT the celenear years
16
1960 to 1964, both inclusive, the rate shall be per centum.
(5) respect to wages paid during the calendar years
1965 to 1969, both inclusive, the rate shall be 3 per centum.
(6) With respect to wages paid after December 31, 1969,
the rate shall be 34 per centum.
(Note to student: This is an excise tax on the employer,
and it may be deducted from his income just as any other expense.)
Part III--General Provisions
SECTION 1420. COLLECTION AND FAIKENT OF TAXES.
(a) Administration.--The taxes imposed by this subchapter
shall be collected b; the 1-3ureau of Internal Revenue under the
direction of the Secretary and shall be paid into the Treasury
of the United States as internal-revenue collections.
(b) Addition to Tax in Case of Delinquency.--If the tax is
not paid when due, there shall be added as part of the tax inter-
est at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date the tan
became due until paid.
(c) i.lethod of Collection and Payment.--Such taxes shall be
collected and paid in such manner, at such times, and under such
conditions, not inconsistent with this subchapter (either by
making and filing returns, or by stamps, coupons, tickets, books,
or other reasonable devices or methods necessary or helpful in
securing a complete and proper collection and payment of the tax
or in securing proper identification of the taxpayer), as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary.
(d) Fractional Farts of a Cent.--In the paymenl, of any tax
under this subchapter a fractional part of a cent shall be dis-
re.7arded unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which
case it shall be increased to I cent. T2;ote to student: This
71" ^.9r• -or:Tog.
• r ,̀1".  .
same provision is applied in all your payroll work.)
SECTION 1426. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this subchapter--
(1) Wages.--The term "wages" means all remuneration foremployment, includin= the cash value of all re -uneration paid inany medium other than cash; except thLt such tenl shall notinclude. . .(rote to student: There follows here a listing often types of payments which are not to be considered wages sub-ject tax. Since these items are quite obvious and knowing themis not necessary for the time being, we will only mention herethot you should remember that this information is to be foundin Section 1426.)
(b) Employment.--The term "employment" means any serviceperformed after 1936 and prior to 1951 which was employment forthe purposes of this subcharter under the law applicable to theperiod in which such service was performed, and any service, ofwhatever nature, performed after 1950 either (A) by an employeefor the person employing him, irrespective of the citizehship ofeither, or (B) outside the United States by a citizen of theUnited States as an employee for an American employer; exceptthat, in the case of service performed after 1950, such ter4shall not include. . .(Note to student: .There follows hereseventeen exceptions to the term. As in the paragraph above,you need only remember that this infomation is found in Sectionp
(c) included LInd Excluded Service.--If the services per-formed during one-half or more of any pay period by an employeefor the person employing him constitute employment, all the ser-vices of such e:71-1oyee f-- such period hall he deen.c-7 to be
employment; but if the services performed during more than one-
half of any such pay period by an employee for the person employ-
inr, him du not constitute employment, then one of the services of
such employee ior aur!1 period shall be deemed to be employment.
t,s used in thjs subsection the term "pay period" means a period
(or not more than thirty-one consecutive days) for which a payment
of remuneration is ordinarily made to the employee by the person
em:aoying him.
SUBCHAPTER C--TAX ON EiLPLOYERS CF EIGHT OR MORE
(Federal Unemployment Tax Act)
SECTION 1600. RATE OF TAX.
Every employer shall pay for the calendar year 1939 and for
each calendar year thereafter an excise tax, with respect to hav-
ing individuals in his employ, equal to 3 per centum of the total
wages paid by him during the calendar year with respect to employ-
ment after December 31, 1938.
SECTION 1601. CREDITS AGAINZT TAX.
(a) Contributionsto State Unemployment Funds.
(b) Additional Credit.--In addition to the credit allowed
under subsection (a), a taxpayer may credit against the tax
imposed by section 1600 for any taxable year an amount, with
respect to the unemployment compensation law of each State certi-
fied for the taxable year, equal to the amount, f an , i which
the contributions required to be paid by him with resi:ect to the
taxable year were lees than the contributions such ta7,:,ayer would
have been required to pay if throu-hout the taxalle year he had
.been subject under such State law to the highest rate applied
therPunder in the taxable year to any person having individmals
in his employ, or to a rate of 2.7 per centum, w..ichevcr rate
19
is lower.
(c) Limit on Total Credits.--The total credits allowed to
a taxpayer under this subchapter shall not exceed 90 per centum
of the tax against which such credits are allowable.
(rote to student: All this means that the federal government
requires an employer of eight or more persons, in "covered"
employment, to carry an unemployment insurance policy on his .
employees. The premium on this policy is three per cent of the
wages paid. However, if the State government also has unemploy-
ment insurance laws, he may deduct part of the premiums paid to
the State from his unemployment tax liability to the federal
government. The maximum which he can deduct js 2.7 per cent of
the wages paid, which is what most employers do. For instance,
if the employer paid wages of lO0, his total unemploymert tax
liability would be 3. Of this :.:;3 2 he would owe f:i2.70 to the
State government and ‘';;').30 to the federal government.)
SECTION 1604. RETURNS.
(a) Requirement.--Not later than January 31, next following
the close of the taxable year, each employer shall maLe a return
of the tax under this subchapter for such taxable year. Each such
return shall be made under oath, shall be filed with the collector
for the district in which is located the principal place of busi-
ness of the employer, or, if he has no principal place of business
in the United States, then with the collector at Laltimore, Zary-
la.nd, and shall contain such information and be rLac:e in such
manner as the Commissioner, with the Secretary, ma; be specified
in the regulations prescribtd.
(L) 2xtensien of Time 'or Filinc.--Mc ,:ormif.sioner may
tf:!.c .or filing --., e return of the tax imposeci by this
0.11
20
subchapter, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe -
with the approval of the Secretary, but no such extension shall
be for more than ninety days.
SECTI0I:.1605. Payment of Taxes.
(a) Administration.--The tax imposed by this subchapter shall
be collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under the direction
of the Secretary and shall be paid into the Treasury as internal-
revenue collections.
(b) Administration of Tax Delinquency.--If the tax is not
paid when due, there shall be added as 'part of the tax interest
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date the tax
became due until paid.
SUBCHAPTER D.--COLLECTION OF INC= TAX AT SOURCE ON WAGES
SECTION 1622, INC= TAX COLLECTED AT SOURCE.
(a) Requirement of Withholding.--Every employer making pay-
ment of wages shall deduct and withhold upon such wages a tax
equal to 18 per centum of the amount by which the wages exceed
the number of withholding exemptions claimed multiplied by the
amount of one such exemption as is shown in subsection (b)(1).
(b) (1) The table referred to in subsection (a) is as
follows:























2) If wages are paid with respect to a period which is
nc‘t a payroll period, the withholdint; exemption allow-
able with respect to each payment of such wages shall
be the exemption allowed for a miscellaneous payroll
period containing a number of days (including Sundays
and holidays) equal to the number of days in the period
with respect to which such wages are paid.
Wage Bracket Withholding.--
(1) it the election of the employer with respect to
any employee, the employer shall deduct and withhold
upon the wares paid to such employee a tax determined
in accordance with the following tables, which shall
be in lieu of the tax required to be deducted and with-
held under subsection (a). (Note to student: There
are five of these tables. See the illustration on
the following pF.ge which shows the monthly paymeneof
wages and deductions.)
(2) If wa7,es are paid with respect to a period which is
not a payroll period, the amount to be deducted and with-
held shall be that applicable in the case of a ris-
cellaneous payroll period containing a number of c'ys
(including Sundays and holidays) equal to the numr
of days in the period with respect to wl-A..ch such wages
are paid.
Withhclding Exemptions.--
(1) In genera.1.--In employee receiving wages shall on
any day be entitled to the folle,dng withholding
exemptions:
4111.1.
(-) An rne2irtf-n for 1-,4,rntlf.
.4•10
(.7)) One additional exemption for himself. . .if
he is over 65 years old.
(C) One additional exemption for himself. . .if
he is blind.
(D) If the employee is married, any exemption to
which his spouse is entitled, or would be entitled
if such spouse were an employee receiving wages,
but only if such spouse does not have in effect a
withholding exemption certificate claiming such
exemption.
(E) An exemption for each individual with respect
to whom, on the basis of facts existing at the
beginning of such day, if each individual is a
direct dependent allowable by law.
(2) Exemption certificates.--
(A) On Commencement of Employment.On or before
the date of the commencement of employment with an
employer, the employee shall furnish the employer
with a signed withholding exemption certificate
relating to the number of withholding exemptions
which he claims, which shall in no event exceed
the number to which he is entitled.
(B) Change of Status.--If, on any day '1;4-..; the
calendar year, the number of withholding exemptions
to which the employee is entitled is less than the
number of withholding exemptions claimed by the
8:71ployee on the withholding exemption certificate
then in effect with respect to him, the employee
siv.l within ten deys thereafter furmiel the
23
eillPloyer with a nel. withholding exemption certifi-
cate relating to the number of withholding exemls-
tions which the employee then clairlie, which shall
in no event exceed the number to which he is entitled
on such day. If on any day during the calendar year,
the number of withholding exemptions to which the
employee is entitled is greeter than the number of
withholding exemptions claimed, the employee may
furnish the employer with a new withholding cer-
tificate relating to the number of withholding
exemptions which the employee then claims.
SECTION 1623. LIABILITY FOR TAX.
The employer shall be liable for the payment of the ta:c
required to be deducted and withheld under this subchapter, and
shall not be liable to any person for the amount of any such
payment.
SECTICN 1633. RECEIPT FOR EMLOYEES.
(a) Requirement.--Every person recuired to deduct and with-
hold from an employee a tax under section 1400 or 1622, or who
would have been required to deduct and withhold a tax under
section 1622 if the employee had claimed no more than one with-
holding exemption, shall furnish to each sech e. oyee in respect
of the remuneration paid by such person to such employee during
the calendar year, on or before January 31 of the succeeding year,
or, if his employment is terminated before the close of such
calendar year, on the thy on which the lest payment of remuneration
is made, a written statement showing the following: (1) the na-le
cf such person, (::) ehe name ef the emplol-ee (and hi:; sncial




paid), (3) the total amount of wages, (4) the total amount deducted
and withheld as tax under section 1622, and (5) the total amount
deducted and withheld as tax under section 1400.
(Note to student: ;.ccording to Treasury Regulation 116,
Section 405.601, all taxes withheld, L.E., we?, as the employer's
own tax liability, are to be reported quarterly. Generally, the
return and the taxes are due and payable to the district Collector
of Internal Revenue on or before the last day of the month follow-
ing the quarter covered by the return. The quarters end on
March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31. In addition
to the quarterly returns, there must be an annual return as a
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$
0 0 0 to 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Application of the Law
Step one
In opening a new set of books for keeping the payroll, the
first requirement is the making of an application to the Depart-
ment of Internal Revenue for a Social Security Identification
Number for the business. The application blank, called SS-4,
may be obtained from the local field office of the Social
Security Administration, located usually in the nearest post
office.
This application blank is shown on page twenty-seven. When
it is properly filled out, you may return it to the local social
security office. They, in turn, will forward it to Washington,
D. C.The Washington office will then assign your firm a Social
Security Identification Number which the firm will hencethrth
use for all payroll reports to the Internal Revenue Department.
Step two
After you have filed your application for a Social Security
Identification Number, you will begin the setting up of a book-
keeping system which is best suited to the operation of your
particular business.
Although the law does not prescribe any starniard regulL sons
concerning your payro1l records, it does require that you, i the
manner of your choice, keep accurately the following information
about each employee:
1. Name in full.
2. Home address.
3. Date of birth if under nineteen.
4. Occupation in which employtd.
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(If the hours are uniform, this is not recolired.)
6. Hours worked daily, and weekly.
7. Basis on which was are paid.
8. Total earnings at straight time.
9. Total was-es, date of payment, and period covered.
10. Total additions or deductions from wages.
11. When employee earns overtime pay, records rust show:
a. Regular hourly rate of pay.
b. Total extra pay for overtime worked.
As you can see, this offers considerable variety in the
records you must keep, the chief limitation being on just how
complete and detailed the employer may desire. As a matter of
fact--and you should remember this--practically every business
in this country keeps its books somewhat differently. However--
and you should remember this too--they are all based on the same
general accounting principles; and once you have thoroughly mas-
tered the principles, you Will be able with a little study to
comprehend any system you might encounter.
Most payroll systems have for their basis the following
minimum records!
1. The Social Security Register of Employees.
2. The Employee Ledger.
3. The Periodical Payroll Summary Sheets.
4. The Time Records.
Along with these records entirely devoted to the payroll
you have your usual:
1. Journals.
2. General Ledger.




The Social Security Register of Employees is usually in the
form of a smell bound booklet and is considered a permanent
record. It is imperative that this register be accurate and
up-to-date. Below is illustrated a page from this register.
Em p.
No. Employee Name Address














FIGURE 3: --FADE FROM SOCIAL SECURITY REGISTER OF II:FLOYEES
Explanation of Figure 3:
(a) This is the identification number the company assigns
its individual employees. Each employee usually keeps this s2.:,e
number as long as he works for the firm. You may have seen fac-
tory workers wearing numbered buttons on their lapels, caps, or
purses. These are the numbers.
(b) This is the full name of the employee as taken from his
social security card. It is important that the name be copied
exactly as written on the card.
(c) The address is we the employee lives at the time he
is hired--not necest._rily the address appearing on his social
security card.
(d) The social security number is taken from the employee's
social security card. Ro person, if he is under covcred employ-
ment, can be hired until ie has this card, or has made application
for one.





(f) The exact date the employee leaves is 
written in this
column. (Note: If an employee is rehired, he i
s entered at the
bottom of the list as though he were new. A notation 
should be
made to indicate this.)
The Employee Ledger is a book, or collection, of
 the
individual accounts of each employee. Below is an ill
ustration
of a page from an Employee Ledger.
Naa.e: Smith, John E.
Address: 109 Vine Street
Lexington, Kentucky






1 tiq Total WITHHOLDINGS 1 Net..! 




4 42.30 1.04 .85 .20 I
II
1 




FIGUR":, 4:--PAGE FROM AN E1TLOYEE LEDGER
Explanation of Figure 4:
(a) The payroll date.
(b) The total wages earned, both regular ana overtime.
(c) The federal income tax withheld from we:,
(d) The federal old age benefits withheld. 
rr
1 is usually
called "social security" withholdin;s.
(e) The withholdings for insurance. (Should the emplc.yee
desire to carry a low-rate group insurance policy and
wishes the firm to withhold the Premium from his wages,
the amount withheld is entered here. The payment
later made to ..he insurance company at certain contrect,_.d
11
times, usually quarterly or semiannually. This with-
holding is strictly voluntary and is merely an
accommodation to the employee.)
(f) The withholdings for various savings plans. (This
withholding is similar to the insurance plan, strictly
voluntary.)
All other withholdings from employee's wages. (These
may include union dues, annuities, garnishments, stock
purchase, loan funds, or any other employer-employee
agreement.)
(h) The net waes after all withholdings are deducted. This
is the actual cash the employee gets, his "take-home"
earnings.
(Note: The employer should make arrangement, either on his
pay envelopes or pay checks, to show the employee the above
information.)
The Periodical Payroll Summary Sheet is an itemized listing
of the entire payroll for each payroll period. It contains the
complete information about the payroll and is the source of the
journal entries and the subsequent employee ledger entries.
The Payroll Summary Sheet is usually prepared weekly since
the payroll period for most business is weekly. However, it is
quite common to find them prepared for two-week periods; and
occasionally you will see them prepared monthly.
If it is pos!:ible to say that one record is more important
than another, we could say t the Payroll Summary Sheet would
be the one. These recordn are filed away and saved for at least
three years.
C n tJ1 fo7lowin7 page is ill::strt,te a S.nalmary.Seet.
Emr
Ho.
(a) Begin 5/10/54 End 5/1 a- 
_  
, Hams jrn
ajTime Worked Tot:11, Reg., Over. Total WITHHOLDINGS









































FIGURE 5:--A PAYROLL SUUMARY SHEET
Explan:Ition of Figure 5:
The exact period covered by this payroll.
(b) Employee number assigned by the firm.
(c) Employees' names.
_(d) The exemptions allowed against income tax withholdings.
(e) Hourly wage rate of pay.
(f) Hours 1r1:e(1 each day.
( 1 Tctal hours worked during the week.
(,1) Wages for the regular rate of -:ay. (Strairht-time pay)
(1) Jaces in bonus for overtime work. (Forty-hour wJek illustrated here)
Total wage, the sum of regular and overtime pay.
(k) through (p) Same as illustrated in Figure 4.
313
v,:tr
The Time Records are usually in the form of daily time cards
which show the exact time the employee starts his day's work and
the exact tire he ends it. These may be kept by the employee
himself, or his immediate superior, by merely writing the time
in the "Time Book." However, the hours worked are usually kept
automatically by means of a time clock. This time clock is a
device which stamps the employees' time cards the exact minute
they report for work and stamps it again the exact minute they
check out. It is from the time records that the payroll summary
sheets are prepared.
Below is an illustration of one type of time card.
Emp. No. 12 Soc. Sec. 14p. 404-52-3335
I:a ry C. Baird Exemptions 2
RateEO
1
1 Eorninc, Afternoon Overtime  Hours 
Date 1 In Out i In Out t; In  Out Re. Over. 
1 o ,1/5/54 
I]
7:59 12:011 12:58 5:0511 1 8
1/6//54 .7:5E 12:001 12:59 5:02h 8
1/7/54 7:58 12:021 1:00 5:00 6:00 8:32 8 21
1/8/54 h8:00 12:051 12:58 5:01i1 8
1/9/54 '7:59 12:00; 12:59 5:004 ; 8
1/10/54,7:55 12:03 ,
1 I 4 ! 
li, Total 44 2i
FIGURE 6:--T1I:E CL:17
The journals serve in payroll accounting exactly as
they do in all other accounting. They are the books of
orf,7in21 entry in which aLl transactions are entered in
chroncogical order. So then, when a pa:roll is paid, a
journal entry is required. This is important, but many
students very often overlook it. The journal entry, as
r.entionedrlcr, is mace from the total of tae payroll
el•
3/4;-
r summary sheets. If the payroll summary sheet is properly
prepared, the journal entries are but little more than
accurate copying.
All entries could, of _ourse, be made in the genLral
journal; or they could be made in a general journal and a
simple cash receipts journal with folio checks; or they
could be made in a combined journal. The combined journal
is the most generally used in actual practice, and it is
really the easiest method when understood.
The general ledger is the regular permanent book, or
collection, of individual accounts used in general account-
ing. Into it will be posted the classified entries from
the journals, either daily or periodically, as the case
might require. The account forms and the posting rules in
payroll work are precisely the same as those of any other
posting.
The accounts of the general ledger peculiar to payroll
accounting are but additions to the general ledger. These
new accounts are:




















9. Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable.
10 Workmen's Compensation Payable.
11. Other Withholdings (not required by law).
a. Croup Insurance Withholdings Payable.
b. Group Savings Withholdings Payable.
c. Union Dues Withholdings Payable.
d. Withholdings for Government Bonds Payable.
Note: If other withholdings are made, this
number would increase.
Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense.
State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense.
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense.
Workmen's Compensation Tax Expense.
Federal Income Tax Withholdings Payable.
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable.
State Unemployment Contributions Payable.
35'
Step, three_ _
The third step concerns the hiring of employees. Hiring is,
of course, the job of the employer himself; but in cases of the
larger business, this task is turned over to some lesser official
in the firm. This official is usually called the "Personnel
Director," or some other similar title. However, the new employee
is still a responsibility of the accounting department since it
needs to gather a good deal of personal data from the neu
employees for its own records.




1. Produce a social security card, or make application
for one.
2. Sign a certificate of withholding.
The social security card is a strict requirement for employ-
ment if the work falls in the F. I. D. C. classification. From
this card the applicant's name and account number is entered in
the firm's records, particularly in the social security register.
The card itself must be shown since no other means of getting the
person's account number is acceptable, not even if the "number
is tattooed on the applicant's forehead." This is most important
because all reports on employees to the Department of Internal
-T.,evenue must carry with them the employees' social security
account numbers.
If the prospective employee does not have this card, you
may take his application for one. Or you may, and this is much
better, sent him to the looal field office of the Social Security
Administration where he may make application for an account
number himself. TheI will give him a temporary permit which will
serve until his regular card is issued by the Department. This
application is called the SS-5. See Figure 7.
The certificate of withholding is a form required by the
Internal Revenue Department of all employees who wish to claim
exemptions-benefits for income tax withholdings. The exemptions
he may claim are specifically fixed by law inasmuch as each
exemption allows the employee a lessened amount to be deducted
from his wages. The deduction amounts are automatically computed
in the Wage Eracket Charts. See Figure 1 and note the savings
allowed for the exezTtions.
If -Lae employee .does not sign a cer-oilicte of withholdin,s.,
he is considered as having no exemptions and is denied any income
tax allowance to which he might have been entitled. Although th
e
certificate of withholding is not required of the employee, it
is greatly to his advantage to have one. It is the firm's duty
to ask each employ to sign one. This certificate, Form W-4, is





APPLICATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER L
REQUIRED UNDER THE FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
RLAD INSTRUCTIONS ON RACK EIF.FORE FILLING IN FORM
PRINT IN SUCK ON DARK eLur INK OR LME TYPEWRITER Ft H ALL ITEMS (XT SIGNATURL IF THE INFORNATION CALLED FOR IN ANY MR
 IS MCI KNOWN. R'RITE JPK
FIRST KANE MDD.L KAM. OF YOE M RIDDLE NAME OR INTIM- DRAW A LINE—) LAST
 ROULE—Th
VIAEJAI AINNarc (ND. AAD ST. P. 0 bOX. ON RID) (crt-r) k (SEMI) \I si 
I (3
AGE ON LAST SIATHLA (9 LATE OF SIREN (YEAR/ \)/"..----TLACE OF elli:14
 )5 
FATHER'S FULL AAN.E. Ri4AIUA.1,C Of WHETHER USING OR 01.A3 (—ME T HER 5 FULL kAKE BO, OM:EVER MARRIED, RE.SARALF c5 OF Si HE
T IIER LIVING OR DEAD ‘Ni
a
(MARK (X) TRIER) \ 00±ER (NAAK (X, fir OTHLR.
MALE FEW ALE ii 10 OR WRITE REGO() Cr.ER
SO( 0 0 " RACE 0 0 0 
r BUS/CZ NAME CA,' EPP-DIER. IF lAttdr...0YE). WW1"( -V.ERP.OYED"
1 SZ
EMPLOYER'S ADDRESS (A-.1 A/(0 STREET) (EITT) (ZEN.f.)
HAVE YO.J EVER IrTERE APELIE0
FOR CR HAD 4 SC.C.AL SECURITY OR
RAILROAD RETIRENVET PiUf4llER7
ANSPER IS T.PVI.4T THE
STATE IN WHICH YOU FIRST
APFLIED AND WREN
ALSO PR!NT YO../it ACCOUNT
NUMBER IF YOU KNOW IT
RETURN COMPLETED APPLICATION TO NEAREST SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION F
IELD OFFICE
FIGURE 7:--FORY SS-5. APFLICATION.




ro home address 
EMPLOYEES WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
Social Security No, 
City    State 
KATE E:







Mies ti s DWI
etth filt.






140W TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIO
NS
. If SINGLE, and you (Loin an exemption. write the figure "1" 
2. If MARRIED, one exemption each for husband anti wife if not claimed 
on another certificate.
(a) If you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure "2"
(h) If you claim one of these exemptions. write the figure t
"
(c) If you cLiirn neither of these exemptions, write "0"
3 Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to you an
d your wife but not to dependents).
(a) If you or your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the e
nd ot the year. and you claim this exemp-
tion, write the figure "1"; :f both will be 65 or older. and you claim bo
th of these exemptions. write the
' Npare • ' 2 • -
( b ) If you or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption. wri
te the figure -I"; if both are blind,
and you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure "2"--
4. If you claim exemptions for one co more dependents. write the number 
of such exemptions (Do not claim
exemption for a dependent unless you are qualified under instruction 3 on o
ther side.)
5 Add the number of exemptions whirI: you have claimed above 
and write the total .
...
...
CERTIFY that the number of withholding exemptions claimed on this certif
icate does not exceed the number to which I am enotied.
Date) _  19 (S
igned) 
FIGURE 8: --FORK W-4
RfAx -"P y J.? L - L Tze..E.,p7-
1_(....0"11 wy o-rA L. 44:— ?we. 
)14  Fems*  67-#4/.rtril
g 173
iCoimpA.iy
-TricPAYI ORD R or-
/rq -5 /1A-rio. iVic 2.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ir••• • • •
The Accounting Principles and Procedures
All accounting principles are fixed and remain he same;
and this, of course, is true of the accounting requirements
peculiar to the payroll. Keep this fact constantly in mind and
much of your trouble will be eliminated. For a quick review,
ask yourself these questions:
1. When an asset is decreased, you debit or credit?
2. When an expense is incurred, you debit or credit?
3. When a liability is incurred, you debit or credit?
4. When a liability is paid, ycu debit or credit?
(1. Credit. 2. Debit. 3. Credit. 4. Debit.)
In application of the accounting principles of keeping the
payroll, study the following examples and explanations.
Situation one


















The Beejax Company has a payroll of $500. The only with-
holding is 4`18 for federal income tax.
The Journal Entry
(a) Payroll Expense 500.00
(b) Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable
(c) Cash 482.00
(a) An expense account increased--debit.
(b) A liability account increased--credit.











Fed.Inc.Tax With.Fay Payroll Expense
Em












Note carefully the controls. The sum of the individual total
wages equLls the total payroll expense. The sum of the individual
income tax withholdings equals to the total federal income tax
withheld payable. The total cash paid equals the sum of all the
net wages. (The figures used in the Employee Ledger came from
the payroll summ, ry sheet.)
• • •
44
; • . Situation three
The Ceejax Company has a payroll of $1,000. The federal
incoele tax withheld is ;4.5. The F. O. A. B. withholdings are
2 per cent of the total payroll. (Remember that the employer




(a) Payroll Exr:ense 1,000.00
(b) Employees Federal Teicome Tax Withheld Payable 45.00
(c) Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 20.00
(d) Cash 935.00
(2)
(e) Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense 20.00
(f) Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 20.00
(a) Expense increased—debit. (d) Asset decreased--credit.
(b) Liability increased--credit. (e) Expense increased--debit.
(c) Liability increased--credit. (f) Liability increased--cr.
The above two entries may be combined, thus:
Payroll Expense 1,000.00
Federal Old Age Benefits .ax 20.00
Employees Federal income Tax Withheld Payable 45.00
Federel Old Age Benefits Payeble 40.00
Caeh 935.00
(Note: This core'einaticea entry is poosiLle since we may




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Deejax Company has eight employees and a payroll of
$800. Incone tax withheld is 45; F. O. A. B. withheld is :;16.
(Remember that when there are eight or more employees, the em-
ployer comes under the unemployment compensation laws. We will
consider the State tax at 2.7 per cent and the federal
at .3 per cent.)
The Journal Entries
(1)
(a) Payroll Expense 800.00
(b) Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 16.00
(c) Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable 45.00
(d) Cash 739.00
(2)
(e) Federal Old Age Benefit Tax Expense 16.00
(f) Federal Old 1..;77e Benefits Payable 16.00
(3)
(g) State Unemployment Contributions Tax Exp. 21.60
(h) Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Exp. 2.40
(i) State Unemployment Contributions Payable 21.60
(i) Feder 7,1 Unemuloyment Contributions Payable 2.40
************
(a) Expense increased--debit. (f) Liability increased--credit.
(b) Liability increased--credit. (g) Expense increased--debit.
(c) Liability increased--credit. (h) Expense increased--debit.
(d) Lsset decreased--credit. (i) Liability incresed--credit.
(e) Expense increased--debit. (j) Liability increased--credit.




Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense 16.00
State Unemployment Contributions Tax Exp. 21.60
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Exp. 2.40
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 32.00
Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable 45.00
State Unerployment Contributions Payable - 21.60
Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable 2.40
Cash 739.00
Or, this same entry may group all the employer's tax
expenses into one account, thus:
Payroll Expense 800.00
Social Security Tax Expenses 40.00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 32.00
Employees Federil Income Tax Withheld layable 45.00
State Unemployment Contributions Payable 21.60
Fedora: Unemployment Contributions Payable 2.40
Cash 739.00
(Note: The grouping of all the employer's payroll taxes
in one account, as illustrated in the last journ entry,
is p very common way of doing it. The other way seme-
what better since it is more complete and detailed. .Lou
will better understand this advc-Itare when you are called
upon to make out the quarterly and annual reports which
the government requires of all employers.)
Emp.Fed.Inc.Tax -Sith.Pay.



















Total 1 :i_thholdings Net
Wa;zes Inc.:2-a;: ICi„.11,
f.




The Feejax Company with eight employees has a payroll of
C2,000. Withholdings are as follows:









Federal Old 1.:e Benefits 40.0'5
Ilmployees Federal Income Tax 'ithheld Payable 100.00
Union Dues Withheld Payable 32.00
Employees 1nriit Fund -athheld Payable 25.00
Group Insurance Withheld Payable 30.00
government Bonds Withheld Payable 10.00
Cash 1,763.00
( )
Federal Cad Age Benefits Tax Expense 40.00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 40.00
(3) 
State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 54.00
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 6.03
State Unembloyment Contributions Payable




The above three entries may be combined, thus:
Payroll Expense 2,000.
00
Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense 40.00
State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense
54.00
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 6.
00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable
80.00
Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable
100.00
Union Dues Withheld Payable
32.00
Employees Thrift Fund Withheld Payable
25.00
Group Insurance Withheld Payable 30.
00
Government Bonds Withheld Payable
10.00
State Unemployment Contributions Payable 54.00
Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable 6.00
Cash 1,763.00
Or, this same entry may group all the employer's tax
expenses on his payroll into one account, thus:
Payroll Expense 2,000.00
Social Security Tax Expense 100.00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 40.00
Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable 100.00
Union Dues Withheld Payable 32.00
Employees Thrift Fund Withheld Payable 25.00
Group Insurance Withheld Payable 30.00
Government Bonds Withheld Payable 10.00
state Unemployment Contributions Payable 54.00















Fed.Unemp.Cont.Fay. Union Dues With.Pav.
6.-- I 32.--
EmP.Thrift Fund With.Fav. Group Insurance With.Pay.
1
25.-- 30.








(Note: The titles of these accounts may be chanEcd
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The Geejax Company has eight employees and makes its
roll on a monthly basis.
(1) The January payroll was 8,900.
Withholdings for January:
F. O. A. B. l.
Income Tax 12.
(2) The February payroll was S920.
Withholdings for February:
F. O. A. B.
Income Tax 13.00.
The March payroll was V950.
Withholdings for March:
F. O. A. B. ç19.
Income Tax 15.
All due payroll tax liability was paid on April 10.




Federal Old A. ".lefits Payable 18.00
Ecployees Fede/al Income Tax Withheld Payable 12.00
Cash 870.00
31
Federal Cld Ar.e Bencfits Tax Expense 18.00






State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense
24.30
2.70
State Unemployment Contributions Payable 24.30
Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable 2.70
February 28, 1954
Payroll Expense 920.00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 18.40




Federal Old Benefits Tax Expense 18.40
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 18.40
28
State Uneiiiployment Contributicns Tax Expense 24.84
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 2.76
State Unemployment Contributions' Payable 24.84
Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable 2.76
Earch 31, 1954
Payroll Expense 950.00
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 19.00
Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable 15.00
Cash 916.00
31
Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense





State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense




State Unemployment Contributions Ppyable 25.60
Federal Unemployment Contributions Payable 2.85
April 1,, 1954
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 110.80
Employees Federal Income Tax Witnheld Payable 40.00
State Unemployment Contributions Payable 74.79
Cash 225.59
Note: (1) Employee ledger will not be illustrated here since
it would be the same as that already shown in
Situation IV.
(2) The federal unemployment contributions t .;.x liability
is not paid until the end of the year. Notice how
this account remains open in the general ledger as
shown on the following page.
When the quarterly federal tax liability and with-
holdings of income tax are paid, the report is made
on U. S. Treasury Department Form 941.
(4) All the payroll and tax expense accounts are closed





























State Unemp. Cont. Pay.































The Heejax Company has eight employees whose daily work
record is kept by means of a tiz.e clock. From these time cards
they prepare a payroll .51=lary sheet ich is used as a basis for
their .icurnal entries and the information entered into their
employee ledrer. The Feejax Company is operatinr on a forty-
hour week and pays ntime-ancl-a-ha7f" for all overtime.
On the following page is a sample payroll summary sheet pre-
pared for the Heejax Company. The journal entries taken from
this payroll summary sheet would appear -as follows:
Jay 14, 1954
Payroll Expense 389.10
Federal Old Age Benefits Payable 7.77
Employees Federal Income Tax Withheld Payable 22.30
Cash 359.13
14
Federal Old Age Benefits Tax Expense 7.77
Federel Old Age Benefits Payable 7.77
14
State Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 10.50
Federal Unemployment Contributions Tax Expense 1.17
State Unemployment Contributions Payable 10.50
Federal Unemployment Ccntributions Payable 1.17
Note: The general ledger, the employee ledger, and the


































































































































I. The Internal Revenue Code requires that the employer withhold
from each employee's earnings certain taxes.
a. Federal old age benefits.
b. Federal income tax.
TI. The Internal Revenue Code requires the employer to pay on
each employee's earnings certain taxes.
a. Federal old age benefits.
b. Federal unemployment contributions, if eight or more
persons are employed.
III. The State of Kentucky requires the em loyer to pay on each
employee's earnings certain taxes.
a. State unemployment contributions, if eight or more
persons are employed.
b. Workmen's compensation. (This is a private, but in
certain cases required, arrangement between the emplcyer
and an insurance company, something of an "on-the-job-
health-and-accident" group policy. This is treated
as any other insurance payment; hence, it is not con-
sidered in this study of the payroll.)
IV. All taxes withheld from employees' earnings and all accrued
taxes owed by the employer must be paid at specified times.. -
A. Quarterly.
1. All federal old age benefits taxes to the Collector
of Internal Revenue.
2. All federal income taxes withheld to the Collector
of Internal Revenue.





1. Federal unemployment contributions to the Col-
lector of Internal Revenue.
2. The employer's own social security taxes. (This
has no connection with the payroll.)
C. Payment is made each month if withholdings amount
to z;100 or more.
Reports are made at specified times.
A. Quarterly.
1. All federal old age benefits.
2. Federal income taxes withheld.
3. State unemployment contributions.
B. knnually.
1. Federal unemployment contributions.
2. Reconciliation of quarterly federal old age bene-
fits and income tax withholdings reports.
3. Reconciliatioh of quarterly State unemployment
contributions.
4. Statements to each employee of his total earnings
and withholdings.
5. Copies of employees' statements to the Collector
of Internal Revenue.
VI. Steps in setting up payroll accounting system.
A. Application of employer for social secnrity identifi-
cation number.
L. Preparation cf necessary financial recor6s.
1. Social security register.•
2. Employee ledr7er.
3. Payroll summary sheets.
41.
1
4. Daily time records.
5. The journal, or journals.
6. General ledger.
VII. Hiring of employees.
A. Require social security card, or the application
for one.
B. Require the signing of withholdinc, exemption certifi-
cate.
VIII. Steps in the nayroll cycle.
A. The daily time records.
B. The periodical payroll summary she,.
C. The journal entries.
D. Journal entries posted.
1. General ledger.
2. Employee ledger.
E. Payroll checks issued to employees.







The the student: You hay: been employed as bookkeeper
for the Ali-Katz Company, a maker of household rat poison
known in the trade as "Yummy-Yummy." Your job requires
you to open up a new set of books and keep all the records
incident to the operation of the company. Among the other
necessary records, you will have complete charge of the
payroll.
For our purposes here, all other records not directly
connected with the payroll will be disregarded so that you
may concentrate more fully upon the payroll. In this way
you will be able to follow the whole chain of accou:_ting
and legal procedure involving the payroll from start to
finish without the distraction of other records. These
other records you have, or soon will have, in your other
practice sets.
The Ali-Katz Company pays its employees each week on
Saturday. By arrangement with the union representing the
emplol-es, the ccmpany has agreed to pay "time-and-a-
7-1fil for all time worked over forty hours a week. Do not
overlook this fact, unless you are exceptionally strong
or exceptionally beautiful; otherwise, you will have some
trouble with the other emplcyees.
You will follow the calendar shown on the next pane
as t!.e time basis for your records.
Instructions Guide
January 1, 195-.
(1) This is the date you begin work. You will operate on
the calendar as shown here:
February
F:arch
(2) Kake application on the Form SS-4 found in the preced-
ing chapter for your employer's social security identification
number. After you have completed it, detach and take to the
teacher. The teacher will act as the local field office of the
Social Security Administran. Your firm will be assigned No.
29-2838303. You should write this number in your social security
of employeef.:.
LI
(3) The following people have been employed:
Name Address Exem. Soc.Sec.No. Rate
Agnes O. Beales 2022 Oak, Newton 2 405-22-3943 Y .75
Leland Donovan 1830 Chestnut, City 1 304-35-3656 .90
Wyall C. Earp Route 1, Bardstown 4 405-30-0330 .90
Opal T. Gage Lakeland Apt., City 1 399-39-5500 .80
Joseph F. Lee 1048 Elm, City 1 None .75
Joan Potter 2931) Beacon, C-5.ty 0 450-45-4044 .80
Paddy X. :.'Toole 144 Beeckton, Numa 8 302-30-4577 .90
George G. Owens 3044 Portage, City 3 404-55-0505 .80
Note: Joseph F. Lee does not have a social security card.
Make application for one on Form SS-5 found in the preceding
chapter. Detach and take to the teacher. He will be assigned
social security number 494-49-9885.
(4) Cause all employees to sign their certificates of
withholdings.
this practice
These certificates will be found at the back of
set. Distribute the exemptions as you see listed
above in what ever manner you choose. You should retain these
certificates. (Forms 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16)
(5) Enter all necessary information about employees in
the social security register of employees and in the employee
ledger. You will find these further over in the set.





time cards (Forms 1, 2,
payroll summary sheet.
3, 4, 5, 6, , and g)
(2) Make the genrral journ=_1 entries from the payroll sum-
mary sheet which you have just prepared.
-
(3) Post the journal entries from your general journal to
both the general ledger and employee ledger.
(4) Write payroll checks for all employees. (Forms 17, 18,
19 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24) Give these checks to the teacher.
january 13.
(1) Complete the second payroll summary sheet from the
information given on it and the other information you have else-
where in your records.
(2) i:jake the journal entries from the second payroll sum-
mary sheet.
(3) Post the journal entries to both the general ledger
and the employee ledger.
I:ote: The computing of time cards and the writing of pay-
roll checks will be omitted for the remainder of this practice
set. In actual practice however this would need to be done.
January 20 through V.arch 31.
Continue with the procedure of January 13 for each week up
through the close of the quarter, Earch 31.
March 31.
(1) Foot the accounts of both the general ledger and the
employee ledger.
(2) Make the necessary adjusting and closing entries in
the general journal. Use only the payroll accounts.
(3) Post the adjusting and closing entries to the general
ledger. Balance and rule both ledgers.
(L) Make a reconciliation report of all the accounts of
the employee ledger. Check the totals with the general ledger
control accc.unts.
April 4.
(1) From the information you now have, complete the U. S.
Treasury Form 941 found in the preceding chapter.
(2) Write a check to the Collector of Internal Revenue for
allwithholdings- and tax liabilities due his office. (Form 25)
(3) Write a check to the State Treasurer for all State
unemployrent contributions due his office. (Form 26)
(4) Kake the journal entries to record the Payments. of
April 4.
(5) Fnst thk, above journal entries to the general ledger.
Then balance and rule the proper accounts affected.
This completes the problez.
Aral
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Employee W.me Leland Donovan
Morni Afternoon Overtime























Employee Name Wyall C. Earp
nornin Afternoon Overtime
Date. —Ti cYiit In Out























Employee Name gloat T. 0311.pvt_
Morning
In Out Hrs. Date In Out
Afternoon Overtime
In Out In Out Hrs.
1/1 7:57 12:03 12:59 503 8 1/1 7:59 12:04 12:58 5:04 8
1/2 7:59 12.04 12:59 5:01 6:00 7:00 9 1/2 7:58 12:03 12:59 5:02 8
1/3 8:00 12:00 12:56 5:03 8 1/3 7:58 12:03 12:59 5:03 8
114 7:57 12:02 12:58 5:04 8 1/4 7:57 12:04 12:58 5:01 8
1/5 7:58 12:05 12:59 5:01 8 1/5 7:59 12:02 12:59 5:03 8
1/6 7:56 12:03 4 1/6 7:55 12:04 If
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Employee Name Joan Potter
Morning Afternoon
Date In Gilt In Out 
8 1/1 7:59 12:03
8 1/2 7:57 12:02
8
5:30 7:35 10 1/4 7:59 12:
04
8 1/5 7:58 12:03


















PORN 111-4 an. kty 119)U. S. Tr•aeriry Capes4a.solliftes••••• *wane
Pi nit full name
Print home address
EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE• tintitit ' ..... • "
  Socid Sonsessy No.' 
,••• • .7 ;. . 
. •• ..•,•• .•
, JOU 
.;r4i'City
. Pim-Litre ft** .state
92+
EMPLOYEE:
Fb Ws hos sib
mar auslaye.
whim he mil with-
_ WM U. S. Issue
Isa from pur wigs
• NOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS • 4, •
I. If SINGLE,sand you claim an exernptnan, write the figure.-1-_ ." •2. lf MARRIED, one exemption each for husband and wife if SUM certih 
.4"
(a) If you' &Uri both of these exemptions. vilite the figuie.'1". 44;4 &"W
(b) If you claim one of these exemptions, write the figure uc" 
maw talopgen .  claim neither of these exemptions, write .0. J :1•111.14.= .
EMPLOYER: 3. Exemptions fur age and blindness (Applicable only to you and your Wife but not to dependeriii) --
,-iv,gm tuts uusg... r:, t a i Ir yoi(or. your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the end of the yes, and you claim this Cielrip-„..
ga mg. yaff res., hon write the figure "I"; if both will be 65 or older and you claim both of these exemptions, write the... .
sh 
-
etc It ille 
.t--,....
oi isoosso to t000 , (b) fr vi:ii 
1"' 
or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption. write;Attetimpire ...7..r; ..if . hock .ssaPsliod., „....m..,
itessw . • - - ..
• - ' - and ythi claim both of these exemptions. write the figure -2; -..,, . ,,....- . . . --_,-..N.... it. -..1. r...,.... -;.-------
earns. iss OW sz- -
ihs D. :4„..lf you claim exemptions for ~or more dependents, write the number-of-inch reemptions.' " 11 Do
Dinar link, exemption for a dependent unless you are qualified under irt.structiori 3 on other
la Mihail. 5 Add the nuthber of exemptions which you have claimed above and write the total 
.•. . _I CERTIFY that the cumber of withholding exemptions claimed on this certificate does not exceed the number to which 1 as ealtitied.73:::4. • , manakraj...;(Date)
U. S. Departmentlatarwag ill••••••••• $VI.4011
Punt full name
 • 19 
(SiSmed)
(Form 9)
EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
, .
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. 
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. -• -1:.
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140W TO .CLAISI YOUR WITHHOLDING *EXEMPTIONS s1..If SINGLE,. sad you claim an •exanpuon.- write the. .2. If MARRIED, one exemption .each 'tor husband and wife- if not claimed cm arriatber. (a) If yoU. at:- both of these energy' tions. arrive the figuie-'2': itzeota$Dara- srj., kastuoi:. wax..
• -(b) Uyou'da ins one of these exemptions, write the(c) If you-claim neither of these exemptions, write -0-
•3. Exemptions for age and blindness (appin.able only to you and your wife but not to dependeriti) _
(a) If you or your wife will be 6i ).!'ars of age or older at the end of the year, and you claim this exemp-
si
tion, write the figure 1'; if both will be 65 ot older, and you claim both of these exemptions, write the
re"r ....... . . ... . . . . . . . . _ . _ _ . . , _
u(b) if you or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption_ write the figure both are Maud,
and yourtlaint both of these exemptions, write the bone 
T•--4. U you claim-exemptions for one.or more dependents, Write the manlier's:if such exemptions:" '(Do wordlist- -
exemption for a iief3tiljent unless you are qualified under instruction 3 ea other . .•5. Add the number of exemptions which you have claimed above and write the tote! :22t 4̀ 
I CERTIFY
(Date) 
that the number of withholding exemptionsvd „ ...,,ainiethison this c„.!rti.rft,t.,steii.l:.no..,t !xceed the number to which I am19 (Signed.)
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NOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS1. U SINGLE: and you claim an tremption, -write the figure-7-Arsip.v.,..:5.4.:0:ft--:-Kv..  . .2. ' If MARRIED, one -exemption each -for - husband and wife' if not claimed as an.r'tin"ceetifilai wh':(a) lf you claim bcidi of these exemptiftfts, write the figure'72.:; .ra . • '• LI; " ""Anr 11/211.11 1r" t --4.3213$2113GlIsaat ire binsiab tura:Arial%
If you claim ooe of these exemptions:write the figure:'1"j̀(c) , If you claim neither of these exemptaookerrite "0-
3 Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to you and your wifelitit not 16 ekpeanients),.. • •(a) If you or your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the end of the yeit,"and .jaii claim this exempt
tion,- write the figure "17; if both will he 65 or °Icier, and you claim both of these -exemptions, write they::
figure "2" 
(b) If you or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption, weke,akedIMS yetI;4,if •••
- and you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure- 2;0.1., ftrot.a. IBA4.. If you claim exemptions for one or ,more dependents, write the number. -of sods exemptitiaeo /Do nee'dsidsw•-•:-
exemption for a dependent unless You are qualified under instruction 3 on otber „side.)5.: Add the number of exemptions which you have (tanned above and write•the:.total  ulCERTIFY that the number of withholding exemptions claimed on this certificate does not exceed the number to which I am otaitlatsmDimigior,z( Date)  19 
(Signed)
111WWW1 W-4 (In My InnU. s. Te•••••••5 P•prowtomoostInearsol Illewmue SacHoir
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EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
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HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS 'In-'. 1.-
.
I. If SINGLE, and you claim an exemption, -write the figure "1" :'ri Ir:117-A40:7 - I •-1. If MARRIED, One 'exemption each for. husband and wife if not claimed on soother certificate.
U.
(a) If you claim both Of these exemptions, write the figure 72'; s'); 
.4aWC'
• (b) if you claim one of these exemptions, write the figure"/". "".1 (c) If you claim neither of these exemptions. write "O'• 
.
k Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to. you and your wife bat not to ck-peadenii)ll(I)' If you or your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the end of the year, and ,you'claiat d;ia-mreerp-'"
. •
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miet...firufe .
(b) 11- you or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption, frrtte.tbe-fgptse,;1:.:4 if bock-are-t- and you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure 
11,J4 1.-w"• you claim exemptions for one or more dependents, write the number of such extemptioni?-' TDo tiot•elairt?
ext-roptino for a dependent unless you are qualified rimier instruction 3 on other side.) , . .
51 
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I - •
1. If SINGLE„ a'ad you thun an timiptiost, write tbe figure -r . . . . : . 
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2. If MARRIED, One exemption each for husband and wife if not clai
med on anOthot ceetifiossi.
(a) if you claim both of these exemptions, wr ere the figure „.„ -
(b) If you claim ooe of these exemptions, write the figure —1 -. -. - . 
- - • .
(c) If you claim neither of these exanptioers.write -0- • 1. •' . trooVial
3 Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to,yosi and your w
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HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS
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 '''3"."
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3. Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to you and youierifeliiiiiaOt hi- dependentsC 7°1 14.,'
,.......' -:_.
,....-..ww: • • Pg al,: - """' •
( 4 ) If you or your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the end of the year, and you claim this exemp-
tion, write the figure "1-; if both will be 65 or eider, sod you claim both or slime exemptions, write the --- .
-' -firre
- • '• and yeti dein' botb cif these excitations,- write the figure "2"..v.i...,.0. • ---i..- .--• , ...a•s-aavera. e Jet: vc -:.-- --7-----
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HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING
. lf SINGLE, arid you exempotan,•write the figure - 1 .
-'-**** ‘ TAL
2.'If MARRIED, one exerapti,,n each far husband and wife if not claimed on another certificate.
. - ve-T.1 .1113.1. rr..1
_ (a) If you claim boda of these exemptions, wine the figure-2- .-ta-ziasze
fh) -If you claim one of these exemptions, write the figure-1- . — . . . . . . . ,:pact tar , .




3. Exempting's for age and blindness (appliaible only to _you and yOur Wifebat not to dependents) '71.1011411111=4
a) If you or your wife will be 65 yeers- of age or older at the erfl of the year, and you claim this exerop-• --pewee ow a
write the figure .:1-; if both will be 65 or-older, and you claim both of these exemptions, wrue the, i
, fr "7" . . . - • • 7rk`..• ...I....4 • "yfreru or your -wife are .blind, and you claim this exemption. write the:figure iffittlb .atet blia1at,3
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exemption for a dependent unless you are qualifieei under instruaios 3 on otbet ode-) -sr-- -se
5. Add the number of exemr:ions which you have claimed above and write the -total ' ' 
• 1.i'vele.
CERTIFY that the number of withholding exemptions claimed on rim-. certificate does not exceed the number to which I am entitled. -
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